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Let me describe what is happening as a world calamity takes place. 
THE END OF THE GENERATOR OR GENERATION OF 
2000 YEARS IS PAST DUE. 

All we sense of the American way of life is coming to a rapid 
demise. All things that guided us in the night season are coming 
to an end. Like the Twin Towers made of steel and glass and 
concrete turning to ashes, so is our life as we know it. However, 
out of the ashes will come the beauty of holiness, a garment of 
praise for the spirit of heaviness and we will be known as the 
planting of the Lord. 

The Ten Commandments taken out of the courtroom, the 
dollar bill with “In God We Trust” losing its value, are signs that 
they are not needed anymore, for that which is greater is appearing. 

We shall see all lives brought down to zero to be regenerated. 
We are in the hour where it is “repent or perish”. 

AS DISMAL AS THIS ALL SEEMS, out of the ashes of the 
old America will arise a new nation, born of fire, serving instead 
of taking, kind, gentle, WITH NO PERSON RULING OVER 
ANOTHER — a nation filled with GOD’S light of liberty and 
justice for all, shining brightly in a dark world. 

And then we will see the beautiful words written on the 
Statue of Liberty come to pass with no laws on immigration — 
just the laws written in the heavens and on our hearts, and not on 
tablets of stone: 

“Give me your tired, your poor, 
Your huddled masses yearning to breathe free, 

 The wretched refuse of your teeming shore.  
Send these, the homeless, tempest-tost to me,  

I lift my lamp beside the golden door.” 

Shame will fill the hearts of all as we see how we as a nation 
speak with forked tongue, saying one thing and doing quite 
another. Always remember, we are the government with our so-
called representatives. So, my dear friend, we are entering our finest 
hour where there are no scapegoats, nobody to blame... it is just 
God and myself striving to become one. That is a marriage made 
in heaven.



Piecemakers Christmas Fair  

 Saturday, December 5th          9 a.m. to 3 p.m. 

70 booths of handcrafted treasures, collectibles and antiques plus great music and food!

1720 Adams Avenue 
Costa Mesa, California 92626 

Phone: (714) 641-3112  Fax: (714) 641-2883 
Email: mail@piecemakers.com 

Internet: http://www.piecemakers.com
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